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Abstract 
Mobile Agent technology applied to the problem of mining data streams which, Mobile Agent application 
intelligence, distributed data stream mining to solve the noise present in the data processing is difficult to identify, 
classify slow, inefficient mining problems is proposed based on Mobile Agent distributed data stream mining model, 
the model design and data base displacement detection, data stream classification algorithms in a distributed 
environment to better address the problem of mining data streams. Mobile Agent based system for distributed data 
stream mining has a greater theoretical and practical significance. 
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1.Introduction
Known as data mining research focus in recent years is gradually, various data mining techniques have 
been proposed and widely applied, in order to achieve complex data from a large number of useful 
information purposes. With the large number of information produced, the data need to be addressed is a 
day to hundreds of millions or even no limit to the rate of growth, how these continuous data stream 
mining of useful information, we need to face is becoming a test.  
Data stream mining technology research has become a data stream management research activity in a 
branch of the most rich, and the data flow model of the design of data stream mining techniques play a 
crucial role. Some foreign universities have developed a prototype of a lot of data stream processing 
system. The most typical systems are Stanford University, Stanford Stream Data Manager, Berkeley's 
Telegraph system and Brandeis University, Brown University and MIT jointly developed the Aurora 
System. Minos Garofalakis presents a summary of the structure based on the data stream processing 
model. Peking University Research Database Group general DSMS implementation techniques to achieve 
a DSMS prototype Argus. Research on distributed data streams, MIT and Brown University at the 
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forefront, has been initially proposed a prototype system Medusa. But it does not develop the component 
method, the system does not have good flexibility and scalability. 
In recent years, the field of data stream mining on the classification of data streams are active, but 
forming algorithms are rare, Wang H et al proposed a general framework for mining concept drifting data 
streams, the model uses the weighted classifier combination of mining data streams. H. Hamidi, who use 
multiple classifiers integrated technology, presents a M_ID4 data stream mining algorithms, the data 
stream to achieve the concept of incremental drift detection and excavation. Papadimitriou and so on 
AWSOM used in sensor networks find interesting patterns, and developed a one pass incremental update 
mode. China, Wang Peng, who proposed a frequent pattern of data flow based on the classification 
algorithm in the compressed data stored in the data, while the classification of information, you can very 
well handle the case of data set missing values. Concept drift classification algorithm as a data stream is a 
key issue was first raised by the Helmbold and the long, subsequent studies focused on minimizing the 
classification algorithm for different concept drift probability.  
In the data stream classification, outlier detection data stream mining is one of the basic tasks, has 
attracted wide attention. Outlier detection, also known as outliers mining, data stream clustering and its 
classification as a byproduct of mining, the purpose is to eliminate or identify potential noise and 
meaningful classification of knowledge in order to reduce its impact, improve the classification accuracy. 
Representative of the algorithm proposed by Johnson and other algorithms based on depth DEEPLOC, 
Knorr, who proposed distance-based algorithm FindAllOutsD, Breunig, who proposed with a degree of 
outlier outlier detection algorithm LOF, Papadimitirou, who proposed LOCI algorithm. The one hand, 
these algorithms have O (NlogN) over the time complexity; the other hand, the high-dimensional data sets 
often result in failure of the algorithm. In order to overcome the "curse of dimensionality" problem, 
Aggarwal et al proposed space-based projection of the outlier detection algorithm 
EvolutionaryOutlierSearch, Wei et al proposed a hypergraph-based model outlier detection algorithm 
HOT, but the time complexity is higher in handling large data sets can not receive a satisfactory response. 
In particular, can not deal with only one pass of the data stream for data, limiting the flow of data in the 
data on its further application. He and others made frequent pattern based outlier detection algorithm 
FindFPOF, outliers are given a new metric - frequent patterns outlier factor (frequent pattern outlier factor, 
referred to as FPOF), that the frequent patterns to the usual pattern, a data contained in the less frequent 
pattern, then the greater the likelihood of becoming outliers. FindFPOF high-dimensional data with 
outlier detection ability, compared EvolutionaryOutlierSearch and HOT time complexity is lower, but 
still require multiple scan data sets, so the same data stream is not suitable for the environment. At the 
same time a large amount of data flow characteristics, compared with the amount of data, memory 
capacity is limited, can not save all the data, only some outlier detection algorithms are mostly based on 
memory, these circumstances have outlier detection algorithm can not directly applied to the data stream. 
Muthukrishnan S, and others made the first one for large-scale data flow anomaly detection algorithm, 
Jagadish HV, and others made reference to the abnormal (deviant) as outliers concept, solving Time 
Series data stream model of this particular The outlier detection problem, and did not consider the concept 
of metastasis. Distributed data stream for the outlier detection problem, T. Palpanas, who first proposed a 
distributed environment, network anomaly detection signal framework, focusing on the overall 
perspective from the problem, and pointed out which need to be further addressed problem, but did not 
involve concrete realization. In China, Yang Yidong, who proposed a dynamic grid-based data points 
displaced population and a fast detection algorithm based on kernel density estimation of the displaced 
population distribution data detection algorithm, the former use of dynamic grid of space dense and 
sparse regions to be divided, a large number of filters in the dense region of the main data. Algorithm 
effectively reduces the data required to study the size of the object. As for the sparse area of the candidate 
outliers, using similar methods to calculate the outlier degree, with a high degree of data outliers as 
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outliers output. The latter will be the flow of data on the distribution of nodes as a subset of global data 
flow through the distribution nodes and central node of communication, maintaining global data flow 
based on density estimates. The distribution node is based on the estimated distribution of its outlier 
detection data stream, resulting in global data stream based on a collection of outliers.  
2.Research trends 
Heruzinger and others in 1998 in his paper "Computing on Data Stream" for the first time the data 
stream as a data processing model proposed. Since 2000, the data stream as a hot research direction in the 
field of data mining and database of several top conferences such as VLDB, SIGMOD, SIGKDD, ICDE, 
ICDM conference every year so many articles about the data stream of articles. Data stream of data as a 
special form, widespread in the financial, Internet, science and other fields, attracted great interest in data 
mining community. The infinite amount of data, data concepts change over time, the amount of data 
traffic continued growing at an alarming rate of data mining technology presented new challenges, huge 
amounts of data to reach the traditional high-speed data mining all the data in a data set of iterative 
operations practice is no longer feasible, data stream mining algorithms for mining a series of new 
requirements. Overall, the data flow dynamic environment, the data will be affected by the underlying 
distribution model real-world applications in a variety of disturbances such as network hacking, sensor 
networks and changes in the external environment change over time, data streams are usually evolving of. 
As the special nature of the data stream, a short time to reach a large number of consecutive data, the data 
is dynamic over time, high-dimensional, and how these data streams using limited storage space for rapid 
processing to obtain useful information for data mining its application has brought new opportunities and 
challenges, but also has very important significance.  
Data stream mining the difficulties, most of the characteristics of the data stream is determined. 
Compared with traditional static methods of data mining, data stream mining method proposed for the 
new requirements, data stream mining to solve some of the main problems are: (1) low memory 
consumption and computational efficiency of a single linear scan data to ensure low space complexity. (2) 
to keep up with the rhythm of the stream of new technologies to ensure a low time complexity. (3) to 
speed up the process of mining data streams. (4) to adapt to dynamically changing data flow. (5) can 
effectively handle noise and null values. (6) the establishment of a summary of the data structure is 
versatile. Data stream mining classification algorithms in the data stream is a critical issue, compared with 
the traditional classification algorithms, it is difficult: limited memory space makes it impossible to save 
all the data, as data continues to flow, only store useful information to construct the classifier; the other 
hand, the distribution of the data will change, it is constructed out of the classifier should be automatically 
adjusted, that it should be able to automatically monitor changes in the distribution of data to 
automatically adjust to changes maintain a high accuracy. As the special nature of the data stream, a short 
time to reach a large number of consecutive data, the data is time-dynamic, multidimensional, and an 
efficient data flow classification algorithm can make the data stream processing system timely, accurate 
and comprehensive data mining information contained in the stream. Limited storage space in the data 
stream fast and efficient processing to obtain useful information, and its application for data stream 
mining has brought new opportunities and challenges, has very important significance. 
 Distributed data mining on static data mining research has made some achievements, according to the 
data flow characteristics, the same applies to the problem of mining dynamic data streams, so the study of 
distributed data stream mining algorithms to solve the data flow of high memory demand, a single scan 
and liquidity problems of its high-speed data stream mining has become the problem must be taken into 
account. Mobile Agent system is derived from artificial intelligence, mobile, intelligent and asynchronous 
computing features such as a new distributed computing paradigm. Specifically, Mobile Agent is a stand-
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alone computer program that can autonomously in a heterogeneous network according to certain rules 
move, find the right resources, the use of these resources in the same host or network edge, close to 
handling or Use these resources to complete specific tasks on behalf of the user. In concept, a Mobile 
Agent system constituted by a group of Agent, each Agent as its own target and environmental conditions 
and resources required to move to have a computing node is calculated, in the process, you may need with 
other Agent for communications and collaboration; every step of the calculation is completed, the Agent 
may independently determine the next action until the task is completed and automatically die.  
3.Interdisciplinary case 
In the information age, information has become an important source of combat. Modified by 
information technology, significantly improve the combat effectiveness of weapons and equipment, 
construction equipment, has become the consensus of the Navy at home and abroad. Battle of information, 
a variety of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance systems to collect data, the major opponents of 
the weapons skills and tactics performance data, combat platforms and a variety of weapons and 
equipment working status parameter data, which form a large war at sea the size of the database, how to 
extract more from these databases more valuable sea battlefield information (knowledge), is the carrier-
based information systems (C4ISR) to pursue one of the most valuable target.  
Information is a sea battle space, air, sea, underwater, consisting of complex multi-dimensional 
electromagnetic battle space, shipboard information systems (C4ISR) via satellite, data link, 
communications, radar, sonar, electronic surveillance and other intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance systems for a wide range of data and information on the enemy. Currently, in order to 
sensors, a variety of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance systems to achieve greater progress 
must be obtained from existing data and databases for mining, found drowned in the "information ocean" 
in a lot of valuable information to obtain information superiority.  
Traditional ship-based command and control system in the design of data mining, especially for real-
time battlefield data stream mining issues to consider are not many. Automatically from the analysis of 
these data to extract military intelligence, especially those hidden in huge amounts of data in the 
performance of enemy operational intentions and posture change information, given the forecast for the 
commanders of the warring reference model has important practical significance and value.  
Mobile Agent-based distributed data stream mining applications in carrier-based studies in information 
systems has important applications. Mobile Agent-based distributed data stream processing model, 
distributed data based on detection of the displaced population data pre-processing and distributed data 
flow classification algorithm, to further reduce the abnormal data on the impact of access to information 
and improve the efficiency of data stream classification ; Mobile Agent characteristics while taking 
advantage of a distributed data stream mining, data stream mining to improve the speed and efficiency. 
Mobile Agent-based distributed data stream mining technology to a large number of enemy data and 
information to achieve fast, efficient data stream mining can be further enhanced to capture data and 
information on the enemy's speed and efficiency, predictability of the war on command is important.  
In summary, this paper will be determined by the characteristics of data stream mining system with the 
Mobile Agent mobility, asynchronous, intelligence and other characteristics by combining the research 
purposes of this paper: the Mobile Agent technology in data stream mining problems among the 
applications of intelligent Mobile Agent, distribution of data stream mining to solve the noise present in 
the data processing is difficult to identify, classify slow, inefficient mining problem, proposes a Mobile 
Agent-based distributed data stream mining model, The model design and data base displacement 
detection, data stream classification algorithms in a distributed environment to better address the problem 
of mining data streams. Mobile Agent based system for distributed data stream mining has a greater 
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theoretical and practical significance, its theoretical approach combined with the Mobile Agent 
technology research study at home and abroad in the rare, to be in the following aspects study:  
（1）Mobile Agent-based distributed data stream processing model  
In a distributed environment, data flow, data flow uninterrupted transmission from all remote sites to a 
central site is usually not very realistic, and the application of the growing amount of data communication 
networks often become a bottleneck. Traditional data mining algorithm design principle is: if the input 
data is static; execution environment is relatively stable. The premise of the network data processing and 
dynamic conflicting. In response to these issues and the lack of a centralized processing architecture, the 
existing data stream processing model for comparative analysis, in the Synopsis on the basis of the model 
introduced Mobile Agent, propose a Mobile Agent-based distributed data stream processing model 
(DDMMMA), to solve single-pass scan the data stream can only be approximate solution to process data 
and network communication bottlenecks.  
In distributed data stream mining model, Agent migration mechanism directly affects the mining 
performance. Design an autonomous Mobile Agent migration mechanism. Mobile Agent network 
computing resources, the current detection, and data stream processing task reasonably divided into sub-
tasks, must choose the most appropriate number of the current host, and generate the entire data stream 
processing task of a detailed plan to generate a certain number of Mobile Agent, and migrate to the 
selected host, complete the tasks specified by the user, the Mobile Agent shortest time to complete the 
task. Mobile Agent computing tasks not done in isolation, they need to constantly interact with other 
Mobile Agent. Classic Tuple Space, to build intelligent Tuple Space, in order to support the interaction 
between Mobile Agent and Mobile Agent and the interaction between the local execution environment. 
 This section can post two: (1) propose a Mobile Agent-based distributed data stream processing model 
(DDMMMA), solve the single-pass scan the data stream can only be approximate solution to process data 
and network communication bottlenecks; ( 2) In this model, based on the design of a Mobile Agent 
independent migration mechanism that Mobile Agent shortest time to complete the task.  
（2）model based on DDMMMA points distributed data mining problem of displaced population  
Outlier detection is a robust classification algorithm that must be addressed, it is a pre-process the data 
by removing outliers among the data, reduce the impact of the classification to improve classification 
accuracy. Data mining displaced group points more because of its mining objects with dynamic, non-
repetition, data and other characteristics of a large amount of outlier data mining is a hot issue. Only some 
outlier detection algorithm based on memory because most of the need to repeatedly scan data sets can 
not be directly applied to the data stream. Carried out in the online data stream mining process, before the 
excavation can not pre-processing the data. Moreover, the data stream data collection and transmission 
process, errors can occur, resulting in noise or empty value. The dynamic changes of data streams to 
further increase the noise identification difficult. When the data flow generated when the phenomenon of 
change, new data can not be described by the existing data model, may be mistaken for noise. The current 
data base displacement detection algorithm they use to sacrifice accuracy in exchange algorithm in time 
and space efficient method, based on the data flow characteristics and requirements of the data base 
displacement detection method to take advantage of the limited storage space on the "unlimited" data 
stream processing.  
4Conclusions 
In order to obtain a higher accuracy of outlier detection algorithms, to guarantee the algorithm in time 
and space efficiency, in this paper are based on the model proposed DDMMMA distributed data mining 
point of displaced groups, the large-scale data stream mining issues distributed to each local Agent on 
independent, so to be distributed algorithm to further reduce the space complexity of the algorithm, but 
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also reduces the time complexity of the algorithm, the design of a new frequent pattern-based local 
outliers detection algorithm. In a distributed environment, a node in a distributed data stream distribution 
in a specific time period are often associated with the global distribution of a difference, a node detected 
outliers may be widely distributed in other nodes in the main data. Therefore, each node only consider 
local outlier detection is not appropriate. Outliers need to consider local and global outliers in mapping, 
design a local and global outliers outliers mapping function. 
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